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QUESTION 1

When working directly with SOAP, which two statements are true about the encoding of compound values? (Choose
two.) 

A. Compound values cannot be encoded. 

B. A compound value may NOT contain other compound values. 

C. Members of a compound value are encoded as accessor elements. 

D. Accessors with names that are local to their containing types have unqualified names. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Choose the code fragment that corresponds to a resource delegating processing of a request to a subresource
correctly, when processing the URL "/parent/child" (Choose one): 

A. @Path("/parent") class Parent { @Path("/child") Child getChild() { return new Child(); } } class Child { @GET String
getName() { return "name"; } } 

B. @Path("/parent") class Parent { @GET @Path("/child") Child getChild() { return new Child(); } 

} 

class Child { 

@GET String getName() { return "name"; } 

} 

C. @Path("/parent") class Parent { @Path("/child") Child getChild() { return new Child(); } } @Path("/child") class Child {
@GET String getName() { return "name"; } } 

D. @Path("/parent") class Parent { @Path("/child") Child getChild() { return new Child(); } } class Child { String
getName() { return "name"; } } 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What are two valid facts about WS-I? (Choose two.) 

A. The I-Stack is a great development tool. 

B. The WS-I promotes and supports generic protocols for the interoperable exchange of messages. 

C. The WS-I governs languages and protocols such as SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI. 
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D. The WS-I specifies specific rules that address either weaknesses in component specifications or issues of how to
combine the collected technology. 

E. The WS-I has been a guiding force in creating StAX. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 4

What would be the HTTP content-type header when a message is optimized using MTOM ? (Choose one) 

A. multipart/related 

B. text/xml 

C. application/soap+xml 

D. application/xop+xml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

HTTP clients can provide authentication information to the server via the "Authorization" header in the HTTP request.
Choose the alternative, if any, that would serve as the definition for a resource method that would allow a JAX-RS
resource to obtain this authentication data (Choose one): 

A. It is impossible for a JAX-RS resource to obtain this information, since low-level HTTP data is not presented to the
JAX-RS application layer. 

B. @GET @Path("/authInfo") public String getAuthInfo( String authenticate ) { return authenticate; } 

C. @GET @Path("/authInfo/{AUTHENTICATE}") public String getAuthInfo( @PathParam("Authorization") String auth ) {
return authenticate; } 

D. @GET @Path("/authInfo") public String getAuthInfo( @HeaderParam("Authorization") String auth ) { return
authenticate; } 

Correct Answer: D 
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